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Summary
As predicted by all except those politicians with a ‘Brexit agenda’, the
impact of Brexit on top of the economic damage that COVID-19 caused
was challenging for many UK businesses and fatal for some.

2021 will likely see a stock market contraction later this year as liquidity
is withdrawn, however stability has returned for no other reason than
we can’t really go any lower. Stability allows decisions to be made and
a period of slow growth creates opportunity. But many more SMEs and
some corporates will still not survive the next 18 months, due to one
factor alone - lack of strategic direction.
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Part 1

Current reflections
and state of the nation
(literally).
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Tariff free is not the same as Trade free
That Brexit is a staggeringly harmful act to impose
on UK industry, is one thing. To continue blindly
down this road in the face of an economically
devastating pandemic is an act of economic
vandalism and for that the UK government should
be ashamed and, frankly, prevented from holding
positions of influence over economic matters.
It is now evident that Westminster, through both
the Prime Minister and his chief negotiator David
Frost, pushed an agenda prioritising ‘Sovereignty’
over frictionless trade. This desire for sovereignty
was so overpowering that the UK actually pulled
back from free trade arrangements with the
EU for fear that the EU would impose conditions
that would impinge their view of total autonomy.
The ‘Just In Time’ supply chains that had been
perfected over a period of 30 years were not
considered as important as appeasing the hard
Brexiteers within the Conservative party.
The EU offered paperless trade, but this was
rejected by Westminster.
Pascal Lamy, former head of the World Trade
Organisation, commented that this was “the first
negotiation in history where both parties started
off with free trade and discussed what barriers
to erect.” (Financial Times)
On the 30th December 2020 when the Prime
Minister said “we are opening a new chapter
in our national story”, in the real world David
Howson the president of one of London’s biggest
Exchanges sat stunned as €6bn of share dealing
moved from London to the continent.
(Financial Times)

News channels began instantly covering stories
of trade friction in the haulage and food and
drink sector. Scottish Shellfish, a premium product
whose movement is time sensitive, was crippled
by paperwork and bureaucracy slowing down
the process of export beyond the shelf life of
the cargo. (Both unforeseen and clearly not
understood by Westminster.)
The UK fishing industry suddenly realised that
Tariff free is not the same as Trade free.

The following story about UK Glass Eels is a real
example that will make you either laugh or cry
it’s so absurd.
UK Glass Eels’ principal market was the EU. Not
only was 80% of its turnover selling into the EU
but it also had the privilege of a move to larger
premises part-funded by the EU. The owner of
the company decided not only to vote for Brexit,
but also to appear in UKIP videos about how
bad the EU was. When Brexit arrived for UK Glass
Eels it discovered that in the first few days of
January regulatory changes altered the previous
unfettered access that it had enjoyed. Its biggest
market was now lost and the company stood on
the edge of collapse.
The owner of UK Glass Eels, Peter Wood, said: “I’d
never have voted for Brexit if I knew we were going
to lose our customers, I thought this would open
up a new world of export opportunities.” BBC
That he was never prevented from exporting
internationally was totally lost on him.

“This was the first
negotiation in history
where both parties
started off with free
trade and discussed
what barriers to erect.”
Pascal Lamy
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With action comes
implication

When concerns were put to cabinet members
about the friction now emerging at borders,
their reaction was staggering. The response of
the Prime Minister to say it was merely ‘teething
problems’ only served to highlight that the friction
(paperwork) had not been properly considered.
The UK Government has also cut off business
experts who have confronted ministers too
overtly, removing them from future conference
calls and meetings.
As it now turns out a study by Theresa May when
she was Prime Minister has shown that the current
deal would leave the UK worse off, lowering
GDP by 5% over 15 years. Sajid Javid and Rishi
Sunak both stopped officials carrying out new
analysis which would have come to the awkward
conclusion that Brexit would leave the UK worse
off. A government official stated: “we would
occasionally propose doing a new analysis of
the suggested deal, but everyone would say no”.
(Reuters)

Fiscal impact

We can begin to see the negative impacts of
Brexit. The UK Government removing freedom of
movement has caused an almost immediate
0.7% impact on GDP and loss of exports sits at
circa 7.8% of GDP. With 2020 GDP at a nominal
level of £2.6 trillion then we have lost £1.8bn in GDP
and £20.5bn in exports in one year.

When you consider the future impact of this
on the employment levels caused by Covid-19
(where unemployment in the 3rd quarter of
2020 was the highest on record, despite job
retention measures such as furlough), then in
2021 there is very likely to be damaging levels of
unemployment never seen before in the UK.
It is therefore clear to even the most hardened
Brexiteers that the impact of no longer being in
the EU is significantly more negative than positive
and the solution for the UK should really have
been to push to reform the EU, retaining a central
and influential position within.

More to come

The UK Government’s COVID-19 Job retention
scheme (CJRS) has undoubtably been a positive
factor in mitigating the impact on the labour
market, albeit at a cost on our debt burden to be
paid back at a later date.
There is a growing concern that companies who
took out bounce back loans do not have the
means to pay them back, same for those who
deferred VAT payments and personal tax. This
growing debt burden will further contribute to the
collapse of companies and those who survive
will have restricted their ability to ‘grow’ out of this
economic decline as they service their debt.
Unemployment will rise through 2021 as
companies simply cannot afford to keep
employees and wage compression will drive
deflation in the UK, cutting tax income further.
The key for the UK Government is to catch this
recession before it becomes a depression.

There is an argument that the UK, EU and US
are actually already in a depression, but this is
masked by the global fiscal stimulus.
The economic future is not looking good. But the
major economies have been here before and will
come through this.

Political agendas driving
our future

There is clearly governmental agendas that
favour lockdowns over a more economically
balanced approach, and not just in the UK.
This is being driven primarily by political survival
strategies. Politicians are simple beings. Their
approach is to make decisions that keep them
in positions of power/employment over, arguably,
more difficult choices that may damage them
personally but are the correct and appropriate
decisions to make.
A politician’s career would be fatally damaged if
body bags began to pile up outside hospitals in
plain sight. Politicians would rather push damage
away from their door and in the direction of the
current economic situation, where the impact
story is fragmented, more complex to understand
and isn’t so sensationalist as dead bodies.
The recent announcement that 12,000 jobs have
been lost at Debenhams is an example of this.
This could have easily been avoided had a more
balanced approach been adopted that favoured
the economy, in this case the retail sector.
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The short term prospect?
Normalcy or pre-Covid conditions will not
return to the UK in 2021. This needs to be
understood and accepted to allow proper
decisions to be made. To say otherwise is
to succumb to political rhetoric.

“The 2nd half of
2021 will see a
significant easing of
social restrictions”
FitchRatings

A combination of vaccine programs and herd
immunity will combine to ease us out of the worst
of Covid, but the emerging variations to this virus
which require new immunity vaccines will not see
this virus eradicated for some time, if ever.
Despite the significant downside to Brexit, the
UK did clearly unshackle itself from the
bureaucracy that drags down the EU causing it
to move at a glacial pace. This allowed the UK
Government to act quicker to secure vaccines
(albeit paying considerably more for them) and,
at the date of writing, the UK has vaccinated
10% of the population compared to an EU State
average of 1%.
This by no means justifies Brexit. But it does
highlight an area the EU needs to address.
The EU carrying out a more rigorous testing
programme on the vaccines, which has resulted
in one vaccine not being recommended for over
70’s, does also highlight the concern of pursuing
differing roll-out agendas.

“CNN predict it will be 2024 before the
UK is close to pre Covid levels.” CNN
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Part 2

Navigating towards
our future.
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We have a rough journey ahead leading to a rise in Stakeholder Capitalism
We are in a terrible situation and people are
dying. But mankind has become complacent
and ignorant of our personal and planetary
vulnerabilities. We do not have a divine right to live
into old age ignorant to the damage we cause to
our planet. This pandemic must highlight that we
have a moral responsibility to look to the future for
our children and their children’s future.
European Commission President Ursula von der
Leyen said “We have to change the way we live
and do business to be able to keep what we hold
dear”. (Davos Agenda, January 2020)
To wilfully harm the economy the way it is being
harmed at the moment will set back the UK for
likely 30-60 years. The level of debt now built up
has passed beyond what is damaging to the
future of the UK, sitting as it does at 107% of GDP.
Fitch, the global credit agency, estimates it will
rise to 120% over the next few years, with GDP
growth not emerging until 2022 when there is
an improvement in global prospects.
This level of debt will be carried though most of
our lifetimes and into the next generation, just as
WW2 debt did.
As it stands, the UK Government policy is
unsustainable. The magic money tree that never
existed before, yet exists now, will run dry soon
enough and the consequences of shaking the
tree further will be so unpalatable for the
UK’s Exchequer that it will force a new Covidhandling strategy.

There has been much discussion around
Stakeholder Capitalism. This is a mindset shift
away from ‘me, me, me’ capitalism to dare we
say it ‘social capitalism’ where a more equal
society is balanced and the supply of sociallyneeded goods becomes the new frontier of our
economies. You could see this emerging in the oil
sector and the North Sea, where we are seeing a
shift away from energy being the final destination
to oil being refined for medical applications,
newer biodegradable plastics, new hydrogendiesel fuels. Making decisions based on the needs
of the whole and not the few, to create balance
through compromise. There’s a thought.

“We have to change
the way we live
and do business to
be able to keep what
we hold dear.”
Ursula von der Leyen
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Changes we can
make now

The single most important aspect in how we
mis-prioritise the information we need is,
arguably, because of how the media chooses
which news to present and sensationalise in order
to retain our attention. This leads to overreacting
and worse, blind ignorance of the issues that
really matter.

News flash - The news is no longer the bastion
of factual relevance, but a delivery mechanism
whose sole aim is not delivering fact but
retaining your engagement.

When we realise that Covid-19 does not top the
list of the current 10 year term issues affecting
mankind, it begs the question, “why are the others
not getting the same political attention”?

If we are to highlight matters that we can address,
then our engagement with information is perhaps
the most important one.

Biodiversity collapse and a rapidly increasing
population are the real issues as both drive
conflict over resources.
The way the news is being presented and the
way society feeds off news is a very large reason
we act as a society. The absence of conscious
impartial editorial and the rhetoric that hides
behind ‘free speech’ allows sensationalism to
dominate over importance.

As a society we will learn to live with Covid-19
deaths just as the deaths from the flu, heart
disease, and cancers have become so irrelevant
as to practically never feature on our psyches.
But this ambivalence to the real dangers we face
has created a news culture that now values the
media’s need for your engagement with them
over delivering relevant and impartial content.
How we absorb the news or consider the news to
be factual has changed beyond recognition.
In 2019 heart disease killed 9 million people,
which equated to 16% of the world’s deaths that
year. In 2017 cardiovascular disease killed 17.79
million. Neither of these resulted in global action,
economic shutdown or coordinated medical
eradication programmes.
Why is this? When you consider that global
deaths in 2017 from natural disasters was only
9,603 and you corelate the news coverage that
both disasters and cardiovascular health issues
received then you begin to understand how we
react to the information we receive.

Perceptions of global risk over the next 10 years, according to multi-stakeholders and global shapers.
Source: World Economic Forum Global Risks Perception Survey 2019-2020 | Global Risks Report 2020
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Where is the real
information?

Big tech has now become too big. Google,
Facebook, Amazon operate with impunity adopting
business practices that are predatory and some
way beyond acceptable. Search engines are not
delivery vehicles of fact and impartiality. Their sole
aim is to keep you engaged not informed.

Depending on your
previous searches you
will receive an answer
aligned what you want
to hear, rather than
fact-based, impartial
information.

The documentary-drama ‘Social Dilemma’
highlights how dangerous search engines and
social platforms are. Designed specifically to keep
you hooked like a drug addict, they feed you only
with the information you want to hear or see - and
certainly not the truth. An example of this can be
seen in how the same simple questions being
typed into Google by two individuals will result in
entirely different results.
Let’s say an online question was ‘Was Trump a
good President?’ or “Should I take the Covid-19
vaccine?’ In order to keep you on that technology
platform, you will receive an answer based on your
previous searches and aligned to those preference
only. Not fact-based, informative, impartial
information that will help you intelligently weight up
the options and make a confident decision. Ergo,
if you believed Trump was a good president who
never did any wrong, your searches will not throw
up anything other than positive Trump stories. This
can explain a lot about the passion and anger
currently felt in America.
When the news becomes more about engagement
than impartiality, as a society we have clearly
regressed and our ability to think freely, challenging
our own beliefs is diminishing dramatically.
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Part 3

Leadership imperatives
for the long term.
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Business and the way we
conduct business has
been disrupted
If you adopt the previous way you operated you
will not survive. Change needs to be sought,
embraced and implemented.

There are, of course, winners out of Brexit, but the
medium-term damage is predicted to be 3-4
times greater on the UK economy than the impact
of Covid-19 to date. Many more companies will be
worse off, certainly in the short to medium term.
The damage of Brexit has yet to fully manifest
itself and will not do so for 18-24 months
But, in the long run, Brexit will deliver a positive
outcome for two reasons:
1.

Firstly, the world is indeed a smaller place
and the ease of commerce is improving
continuously; markets want what the UK
produces, both in terms of skill and produce.

2.

Secondly, and more importantly, the UK
cannot allow it to fail.

It’s the short to medium term damage that will
see businesses collapse and weaken, but it will
also create opportunity in the void and chaos.
Right now there are steps all SMEs and corporates
can take to place themselves in the best possible
position to capitalise on the opportunity. However,
it is important to firstly identify the opportunity
and this is what we consider next.

The decisions that businesses make in the first
two quarters of 2021 will define businesses for the
next decade. You simply cannot hide away.

stability interrupted by chaos, hiccups
and unexpected and often unplanned
defining moments.

As businesses move further into 2021, the
decisions that need to be made are unlike
the ones faced previously and will prove
uncomfortable for some.

In the absence of a strategy guiding you
towards the required outcome and de-risking
decision making along the way, any decision
made no matter how small can compound to
become disastrous.

For others the process of making changes even
ones that unlock opportunity or simply combine
to maintain solvency is an exciting journey
which is embraced. However, there will be those
who ‘put off’ decisions. Not able to see the way
forward as the fear of failure or ‘rabbit in the
headlight’ effect has entered into the conscious
or subconscious realm of a decision being ‘so
challenging’ or potentially impactful that they
cannot bring themselves to act decisively.
So, they dither.
But the thing is, history highlights that, in
harsh commercial environments,
indecisiveness can have huge ramifications.
Decisions are the ‘forks in the road’ that
companies take continuously. It is how you
have planned and are prepared to deal with the
divergence in your path that defines individuals
and companies. The failure rates are higher than
the success rates for obvious reasons; success
merely sustains whereas failure can kill.
Success today is merely business continuity; it’s
a thankless and relentless master. Managing a
company or a division within a company and
being responsible for its success is an expedition
and like all expeditions there are periods of calm

Strategy de-risks your decisions.

Agility and change is
the No.1 priority for all
companies

The companies that are suffering the most,
as we close in on the 12-month anniversary
since lockdown, are likely to be the ones that
have changed the least to address the current
economic troubles and opportunities as well
as the complexities of the new way of
conducting business.
The question is, has their lack of change come
from intransigence and fear of change, a lack of
ability to recognise where the change is needed,
or physical prevention by the market which does
not allow change or places barriers to change?
To understand each of these obstacles of change
requires us to also address and uncover the
answers for each.
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Fear of change

Why would a company be fearful of change?
This is multi-layered. A company’s board,
long standing within that company and
the sector it operates in and thus highly
experienced in that sector, may simply lack
the expansive (entrepreneurial) mindset to
recognise opportunity.
Then without realising it, the board becomes
complacent as they deliver on their
performance targets, but this performance
success masking the missed opportunities
they could have embraced had they had a
challenging voice within the board

A case in point

This was prevalent in the oil price crash in
2014, when an overnight change saw the
tremendous financial returns this sector had
enjoyed for decades turn into an overnight
loss as the extraction cost of $56 per barrel
of oil (based on outdated technology) was
incapable of changing as the sale price
crashed from $110 to sub $50 per barrel.
At the highest level of the Oil and Gas food
chain the largest conglomerate operators,
Esso, BP, Texaco etc. who had built the drilling
platforms in the 60’s and 70’s were incapable
of changing quickly, despite having the
finances to do so. This was a combination
of complacency, lack of talent to identify a
new way of working, bureaucracy and bad
business modelling.
A reticence to new technologies had crept into
the Oil and Gas sector to such a degree that
it became their undoing. “Wrench Time” was
the killer phrase that became the meaning for
‘leave things the way they are, we’re making
money, so why change?’ The idea of shutting
down production to install new and better,
or more efficient, longer lasting technology
such as engineering hardware, even if it gave
longer lasting benefits, was so unappealing
that industrial evolution was blocked in this
sector. It was only when Chrysaor entered the
North Sea sector in 2016 for the first time that a
revolution took place.
It brought new processes and technology
learned from shale gas extraction in North

America and applied them to the outdated
processes that existed in the North Sea.
In one fell swoop a new and much small
player in the North Sea gave the global oil
conglomerates a bloody nose when it lowered
BOE extraction costs from $56 a barrel, (that
had been the established extraction price
per barrel for the principle conglomerates for
some time) to $24-26, reducing this further in
2020 to $11.50. Recognising that the sale price
had dropped at that time from $110 to sub
$50, thus wiping out the double level profits,
and according to the tabloids and seasoned
journalists alike, this signalled the death
of the North Sea sector. This ‘new boy’ had
practically delivered 100% profit levels
again overnight.
Interestingly, in January 2021, Chrysaor took
advantage of the affect Covid-19 had on the
debt of one of its competitors and completed a
reverse takeover of Premier Oil to become the
North Sea’s largest oil and gas producer, now
called Harbour Energy, producing 250,000 BOE
a day which is roughly 25% of the North Sea’s
daily capacity.
This example shows how the perceived
industry leaders in this sector (BP, Total etc.)
actually have highly dysfunctional aspects to
their operational DNA. With all their obvious
talent, they became too big to change and
embrace opportunity. They simply had no idea
of this blind spot.
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Change for strategic good
It is impossible to improve performance without
strategic clarity.

You have to know what you are trying to achieve.
Take this year’s ski race in Kitzbuhel. It’s the world’s
most dangerous down-hill race where skiers take
on ‘The Streif’ (‘Hahnenkamm’). It’s ice from top
to bottom and they reach speeds above 100mph.
Without each racer having ‘strategic clarity’ they
simply would not know what gates to ski through,
when to accelerate or when to hold back.
If you’re lucky you’ll get through it unscathed but
there will be no prize or recognition. The chances
are you will either crash out or be disqualified for
missing a gate!
To operate with strategic clarity is to address
these key areas.
1.

‘Intimately’ understanding your product

2.

Knowing your market

3.

Understanding and validating a customer
value proposition

4. Knowing your existing and potential market
saturation and where opportunity may exist
(red sea – blue ocean)
5. Understanding your competitors and their
strengths and weaknesses
6. Keeping on top of emerging markets
7.

Knowing the growth areas and trends that
will affect you

9. Having confidence in where to invest to
address the needs of your customers’
emerging requirements
10. Setting up your organisation to allow the
above priorities to be met
11. Knowing your people - who to keep, promote,
let go, uncover

You may feel this is all beyond you but when you
understand that only single figures (8-9%) of
company strategies are successfully implemented,
you will appreciate that even a partial but correctly
implemented strategy will be more benificial than
running in the wrong direction, or flying blind and
hoping luck will save you.

12. Knowing you have the skills, appetite and
resilience to have what it takes to succeed.
Before you address these areas, you need to also
establish and reflect on the following, starting first
with the ‘low hanging fruit’ wins, efficiencies and
issues to be eradicated.
Are there silos, egos, underperformers or over
deliverers?
Do you suffer from founders dilemma, being
overly invested and never taking proper time to
yourself?
Do you carry people?
Do you have a ruthless side or are you exploitable
as a leader?
What is discussed as needed by your senior team
but never implemented?
Do you suffer from poor internal communication,
or processes?

It is impossible
to improve
performance
without
strategic clarity.

Is your board or management team performing?
Do you have an ultimate objective and goal?

8. Understanding the needs in emerging
customers
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First steps to strategic
redemption

Let’s consider a few of these more crucial
aspects in the context of the obvious opportunity
that is out there, even the ones that have still
to materialise.
Regardless of your business sector and whether
you produce products or intellectual services
(consultancy), history has shown us that following
periods of economic shock comes periods of
opportunity. All economies are cyclical. People
spot opportunity, they implement and capture
opportunity, people see this success and jump on
the band wagon, this accelerates the economy.
Success spreads, wealth grows and this fuels
the economy. The cycle repeats and grows until
people and companies become complacent and
over reach their capability (debt). Then there is a
crash. The cycle of boom and bust can be several
decades or it can be condensed into several
times in a single decade, hence the double dip
recession reference.
Not every business recognises the opportunity
and not all that do act to capitalise on the
opportunity. This in itself is important. It’s the
companies or individuals within the companies
who have the attitude and not necessarily the
intelligence to seek out opportunity that have the
greatest success.
The first step to understanding what customers
(existing and new ones) want is to understand
what they need and value and how you can
deliver to this need. Any competent strategy

or strategic advice you seek will address
the development of a new customer value
proposition (CPV), but what exactly is it?
Marketing puffery is what the majority of those
who profess to be experts but who pay lip service
to strategy produce. Customers are smart, they
can quickly dismiss claims of benefits without
backup, and no amount of brand design, digital
content or PR coverage will compensate for
bottom line results.
When you realise that it is exceptionally difficult to
find examples of CVP’s that resonate completely
with customers you will the understand why
experts in this area are few on the ground.
What we see are companies that want to do
‘a bit of marketing’ in some way to address the
fundamental question of their CVP (i.e. their raison
d’etre) without actually understanding what this
is or how it will benefit them. They engage with
companies, mostly marketing agencies, who
themselves do not understand CVP and they
commission work. This work may be very good,
delivered by competent marketing companies
be that digital, branding, PR, advertising or any
one of the over 100 marketing channels. But in
the absence of a strategy and particularly a CVP
guiding and providing an underlying platform to
the output, what is delivered back to clients is
work that says essentially the same thing as your
competitors but is simply visually and/or word
crafted differently.

What your
customer
needs and
cares about

What you
do really
well

What your
competition
does really
well

When a customer looks
at your price over your
benefits then you have
failed to explain your
value proposition.

Simply put the true distinction your product or
service has over your competitors has been
ignored and overshadowed by creative license.
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Marketing is utterly
nonsense unless its
guided by purpose

It is also critical to busines survival because it is
the primary driver of sales. Most marketing output
simply lists the benefits your product may deliver
to target customers and no amount of spend or
creativity void of a CVP guiding you will give you
the result you seek. In B2B, customer managers
who are held accountable for overheads simply
do not have the luxury to believe such supplier
assertions.

Shaping your new
value proposition for
the new norm

Your product may have many technical,
economic, service, social, or environmental
benefits that deliver value to customers— but in
all probability so do your competitors.
You therefore need to research “how does my
value elements compare with those of the next
best alternative?”, then sort these value elements
into three types.
Points of parity are elements with essentially the
same performance or functionality as those of the
next best alternative.

Points of difference are elements that make
your offering either superior or inferior to the next
best alternative. This will help to identify obvious
improvement areas, but do not get sucked into
a price war.
Points of contention are elements about
which you and your customers disagree
regarding how their performance or functionality
compares with those of the next best alternative.
You need feedback and impartial feedback. Its
unlikely you will get impartial feedback if you
speak to your customers directly so use an
impartial professional.
The common mistake businesses make is
that they regard a value element as a point
of difference in its favour, while your customer
regards that element as a point of parity with
the next best alternative, or you regard a value
element as a point of parity, while your customer
regards it as a point of difference in favour of the
next best alternative. This divergence will lead
you into a position of false security and therefore
wasted spend on unsuccessful marketing and
communications activity.
This customer insight is the starting point. It’s
the most important thing to do first. We believe
it because we’ve seen it working with clients who
have faced chaos and pandemonium over the
past 12 months.

Understanding
your customer’s
mindset today
(not yesterday)
is the key to
transforming
opportunities into
success, and you
have the capability
to do this.
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Note from Alan Kinloch, Co-Founder Genoa Black
In April 2020, as Covid began to impact the UK
economy, Genoa Black published the first of our
‘Chaos to Clarity’ (C2C) reports to understand the
implications of what was unfolding.
Initially intended for internal use only, it was
written to allow the team within Genoa Black
to understand the developing economic
ramifications that an economic shutdown would
have on our clients and their industry sectors.
The financial crash and latterly the Oil price crash
has taught us that businesses needed to act
promptly to minimise the negative impact and
identify opportunities.
We decided to make this first report openly
available and it has had several outcomes.
1.

Our clients needed something that would
cut through the ‘white noise’ of differing
opinion and give them, not the solutions but
confidence and route map to make decisive
actions.

2.

By not sitting on the fence we offered our
considered opinions on what needed to be
done and done quickly.

3.

Our strategic capability from having delivered
over 750 strategies, across multiple business
sectors, products and services for a globally
diverse client base, has given us greater
understanding of what our clients need in
periods of economic uncertainty as well as
economic growth. The impact our first few
C2C publications had on both clients and
non-client SMEs has, we have now been
informed, at best saved companies and
at least minimised the financial impact.

4. It changed Genoa Black. Since Covid-19
began shutting down economies and
arguably on the back of our Chaos to Clarity
series, Genoa Black recorded its strongest
ever financial performance. Furthermore, we
picked up an additional eleven new clients
with only 1 existing client pausing all spend
with them. Of the eleven new clients, 3 were
international and 4 we had never met nor had
any previous relationship with. We suddenly
realised that we were not the company we
thought we were and that the way to conduct
business had changed overnight.
This publication is not the answer to what will
happen and the reason it is not the answer is that
economics is the fiscal prediction of chaos, when
chaos was stable and predictable that is. The
last 6 months has been the economic equivalent
of turning gold into lead in so far as nobody
considered it because it wasn’t worth considering.
But here we are none the less.
If you haven’t read the first C2C (Economic
Impact of Covid-19, April 2020) there are aspects
within this that are as pertinent today as they
were in March 2020 and I suggest you do so.
What’s in store for your business and its market
depends on what sector you’re in. The impact
and opportunities that arise can be obvious and
invisible in equal measure.
This publication is our unapologetic opinion. If it
provokes you to think or even disagree, then it has
served its purpose. The impact of you dithering or
not addressing the seriousness of the dangers

and availability of opportunity will only give those
who do act, more freedom and success.
Bears hibernate when there are reduced
periods of food and come out to feast when the
opportunities arrive.
You need to decide what to do. Be a bear, be its
food or be irrelevant.
It’s actually that simple.
Alan Kinloch
In the ‘Chaos to Clarity’ Series:
April 2020:

Economic and commercial impact
of Covid-19

April 2020:

Energy: Minimising commercial
impact and realising opportunities
in a volatile market

May 2020:

Life Science: the impact of Covid-19
on life science sector

May 2020:

Key considerations and strategic
questions for the future of the drinks sector

July 2020:

E-commerce: building trust
in a complex sales landscape

August 2020:

Marketing: Making it meaningful
– standing for a purpose

October 2020: Crisis to Cognisance: The impact
of a Brexit and Covid-19 combination
January 2021: Global Energy Market Outlook 2021-2035
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strategy

This is part of a series of reports as we look
to prepare for the new reality that faces us.
We hope you have found this useful,
please contact us with any questions
or to receive further reports.

Alan Kinloch, Founding Partner,
Genoa Black Ventures LLP
alan@genoablack.com

Genoa Black is the UK’s highest
rated B2B Strategy Consultancy:
For B2B research in the UK
For B2B strategy in the UK
For B2C research in Scotland
For B2C strategy in Scotland

The information presented in this publication has been drawn from
sources globally including The United Nations, Forbes, MIT, Harvard
Review, McKinsey, Bain and Company and other strategic thought
pieces including translations from Chinese economic publications.
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